Complete the sentences with the correct form of one of the phrasal verbs from the box!


1. Simon __________________ a story about catching an enormous fish, and almost everyone believed him.
2. I’m self-employed now. I’m going to __________________ my own office.
3. My friend has been thinking about it all morning, but she simply can’t __________________ a solution to the problem.
4. He __________________ when the alarm clock rang.
5. I’ll __________________ his number in the phone book.
7. Jack __________________ that his wife was having an affair.
8. I’ll __________________ you ______________ at the airport when you travel to London.
9. We have __________________ the meeting until we can find someone who can write a protocol.
10. They __________________ last month, after being together for over ten years.
11. Prices have __________________ in the supermarket, so everything is much more expensive than a year ago.
12. Yesterday, John __________________ that he had passed his test.
13. I’d like you to __________________ all the words you don’t know.
14. Could you __________________ the radio. I can’t hear anything,
15. She __________________ well with her father. He was such an amazing guy.
16. Shirley __________________ her mother. She’s got the same blue eyes.
17. When she __________________ she saw that she was going to be late for work, so she forgot to brush her teeth.
18. I’m surprised that you __________________ with your sister because you are very different
19. The police are trying to __________________ where the robbers hid the money.
20. Why don’t you __________________ on the sofa a bit until you feel better.
21. Keep __________________ the keys. They have to be somewhere.
22. The third game of the series was __________________ because it was raining.
23. The temperature __________________ a few degrees as soon as the sun came out.
24. Don’t worry about it. I’ll __________________ a meeting between Jake and you when I get to the office.
25. I must get someone to __________________ my dog when I go on holiday.
Complete the sentences with the correct form of one of the phrasal verbs from the box!


1. Simon **CAME UP WITH** a story about catching an enormous fish, and almost everyone believed him.
2. I’m self-employed now. I’m going to **SET UP** my own office.
3. My friend has been thinking about it all morning, but she simply can’t **COME UP WITH** a solution to the problem.
4. He **WOKE UP** when the alarm clock rang.
5. I’ll **LOOK UP** his number in the phone book.
7. Jack **FOUND OUT** that his wife was having an affair.
8. I’ll **SEE** you **OFF** at the airport when you travel to London.
9. We have **CALLED OFF** the meeting until we can find someone who can write a protocol.
10. They **BROKE UP** last month, after being together for over ten years.
11. Prices have **GONE UP** in the supermarket, so everything is much more expensive than a year ago.
12. Yesterday, John **FOUND OUT** that he had passed his test.
13. I’d like you to **LOOK UP** all the words you don’t know.
14. Could you **TURN UP** the radio. I can’t hear anything,
15. She **GOT ON** well with her father. He was such an amazing guy.
16. Shirley **TAKES AFTER** her mother. She’s got the same blue eyes.
17. When she **WOKE UP** she saw that she was going to be late for work, so she forgot to brush her teeth.
18. I’m surprised that you **GET ON** with your sister because you are very different.
19. The police are trying to **FIND OUT** where the robbers hid the money.
20. Why don’t you **LIE DOWN** on the sofa a bit until you feel better.
21. Keep **LOOKING FOR** the keys. They have to be somewhere.
22. The third game of the series was **CALLED OFF** because it was raining.
23. The temperature **WENT UP** a few degrees as soon as the sun came out.
24. Don’t worry about it. I’ll **SET UP** a meeting between Jake and you when I get to the office.
25. I must get someone to **LOOK AFTER** my dog when I go on holiday.